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Mohammad Ghobadlou is at grave risk of execution
Mohammad Ghobadlou 

Hamburg , 20.06.2023, 15:04 Time

USPA NEWS - GRAVE EXECUTION RISK FOR YOUTH WITH DISABILITY Mohammad Ghobadlou is at grave risk of execution in
connection with Iran’s nationwide protests amid a spike in executions since late April. Mohammad Ghobadlou received two death
sentences after grossly unfair sham trials marred by torture-tainted “confessions” and failure to order rigorous mental health
assessments despite his mental disability. In late May 2023, his lawyer revealed that the Supreme Court had rejected a request for
judicial review of one his death sentences, raising fears that his execution could be carried out imminently.

This headline is about the support of the Human Rights Organization for a 22-year-old Iranian youth. It is time to no longer engage in
dialogue or negotiations with the Islamic government of Iran, a government that shows no compassion or respect for its citizens and is
certainly not trustworthy.

Ali Khamenei,Leader of The Islamic Republic Of Iran ,
After the long-lasting protests of the brave people of Iran and the support of men for women in this country,
demanding gender equality, it seems that he (Ali Khamenei) is very angry And Proven That He Can Do All Kind Of Crime With Iranian
Peoples 

The Islamic Republic behaves in a way that shows both fear, terror, and confusion. In recent months, with unjust verdicts, according to
the confirmation of the Islamic Republic, seven Iranian youths have been executed by the order of Ali Khamenei, and they are no
longer among us, which is very heartbreaking. Of course, these are official reports, and unofficial reports indicate much higher
numbers. Furthermore, the Islamic Republic government has started to violate young women in their political prisons and harass and
intimidate their families.
Imprisoning many families of the victims of the protests, like Mahsa Amini, is intensifying in Iran.

The people of Iran have proven that they desire nothing but peace with the people of Israel, America, and Europe, as well as equality
for all nations and Iranian men and women. The Iranian people are strongly peaceful individuals and have peacefully stood against the
government of Ali Khamenei through civil protests.
There is still no sign of support from powerful countries around the world, and the most significant and best support for human rights
that would make the Iranian people happy is condemning the terrorist acts of IRCG by all Eu

If we need Safe Earth Everybody Must To Support Iranian Peoples 

The oppressed people of Ukraine are currently suffering greatly from Putin's merciless war, and the Islamic Republic of Iran is one of
the main supporters of Putin. This is evidence that the Islamic Republic of Iran is not trustworthy in any way and only supports war,
bloodshed, and crimes. As long as the world's major countries do not support the Iranian people in condemning the regime of this
country, the Islamic Republic will continue its crimes and its support for terrorist groups. This should be a cause for concern for all
people in the world.
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